We present a new approach to model dose rate effects on cell killing after photon radiation based on the spatio-temporal clustering of DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) within higher order chromatin structures of approximately 1-2 Mbp size, so called giant loops. The main concept of this approach consists of a distinction of two classes of lesions, isolated and clustered DSBs, characterized by the number of double strand breaks induced in a giant loop. We assume a low lethality and fast component of repair for isolated DSBs and a high lethality and slow component of repair for clustered DSBs. With appropriate rates, the temporal transition between the different lesion classes is expressed in terms of five differential equations. These allow formulating the dynamics involved in the competition of damage induction and repair for arbitrary dose rates and fractionation schemes. Final cell survival probabilities are computable with a cell line specific set of three parameters: The lethality for isolated DSBs, the lethality for clustered DSBs and the half-life time of isolated DSBs. By comparison with larger sets of published experimental data it is demonstrated that the model describes the cell line dependent response to treatments using either continuous irradiation at a constant dose rate or to split dose irradiation well. Furthermore, an analytic investigation of the formulation concerning single fraction treatments with constant dose rates in the limiting cases of extremely high or low dose rates is presented. The approach is consistent with the LinearQuadratic model extended by the Lea-Catcheside factor up to the second moment in dose. Finally, it is shown that the model correctly predicts empirical findings about the dose rate dependence of incidence probabilities for deterministic radiation effects like pneumonitis and the bone marrow syndrome. These findings further support the general concepts on which the approach is based.
Introduction
Understanding the dose and dose rate dependence of the cellular response to radiation is of key interest for risk estimations after occupational or accidental radiation exposure as well as for medical applications in radiation oncology. In general, significantly reduced effects are observed after protracted irradiation as compared to acute irradiation where the same total dose is given in a short time of just a few seconds or minutes. Typical dose rates cover a broad range from mGy/year, that are particularly relevant for everyday radiation risk, up to several Gy/min, which are of interest for effects as a consequence of medical applications or severe radiation accidents.
Many studies thus aim to elucidate the impact of specific temporal patterns of dose delivery like e.g. low dose rates, pulsed dose rates or high dose rates [1] [2] [3] [4] on various endpoints like cell survival probabilities, incident probabilities for diseases and much more [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Induction of DNA damage, in particular double strand breaks (DSBs), has been identified as the key initial event causing observable radiation effects like e.g. cell killing. However, intriguingly the mere number of DSBs is not sufficient to characterize the extent of the effects, since cells in general are able to process and to repair large fractions of the initially induced DNA damage [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . It is thus of utmost interest to characterize the type(s) or subset(s) of damage that are less susceptible to repair and consequently lead to an observable effect with higher probability.
Compartmentalization resulting from higher order chromatin structure represents a potential framework allowing for the classification of DSBs with respect to the multiplicity of DSBs in individual substructures. Chromatin loops of 1-2 Mbp genomic length have been identified as relevant for the processing of DSBs [14] [15] [16] . With regard to the topology of the chromatin loop structure, the induction of multiple DSBs within a loop can be considered as over proportional severe event as compared to induction of a single DSB [17] . Since the probability of inducing severe clustered DSBs will critically depend on the time sequence of induction of individual DSBs and the corresponding repair rates, the mechanistics of dose rate effects are implied by the interplay between DSB induction and repair within chromatin loops and the relevant time scale for dose rate effects is expected to reflect the typical time required for repair of the damage induced. The half-life times representing the typical biphasic exponential decrease of DSBs after an acute irradiation [18] [19] [20] are considered here to represent the main parameters determining dose rate effects.
The aim of this paper is to present a kinetic model for the assessment of dose response curves based on the approach reported in [17] that analyses the spatio-temporal pattern of DSBs within 1-2 Mbp chromatin substructures. Accounting for the dynamics that result from the interference of damage induction and repair it allows for the calculation of cell survival probabilities after arbitrary irradiation schedules.
In the following, the basic concepts of the model as presented in [17] will shortly be reviewed and the setup of the kinetic extension by introduction of further assumptions will be explained. In order to test the ability to reproduce data -that is, to calibrate the model -fits of the model will be compared to data reported in the literature concerning in vitro dose rate effects [21] and split dose experiments [22] . Furthermore, analytical investigations of the limiting cases of extremely low and high dose rates will be performed and a comparison with the Linear-Quadratic model extended by the Lea-Catcheside factor [23, 24] will be made.
Finally, we will demonstrate that the approach is qualitatively predictive with respect to empirical findings concerning clinically observed deterministic effects of radiation. The predictive power of the model after calibration, in terms of an accurate description of cell survival data that has not been used in the fitting routine, has been investigated and will be published elsewhere.
Models

Basics of the Giant LOop Binary LEsion model
The Giant LOop Binary LEsion model (GLOBLE) [17] was developed on the basis of the giant loop/random walk model [15, 25, 26] which focuses on the higher order level chromatin organization. Referring to e.g. Yokota et al. [15] and Ostashevsky [25] , there are DNA giant loops of about 2 mega base pair (Mbp) size whose terminal ends are attached to the nuclear matrix or fixed in protein complexes. The concept of giant loops was supported by experiments of Johnston et al. [27] who investigated the higher order chromatin structure in a variety of cell lines (humans or rodents, tumorous or normal tissue etc.). In our work, the actual distribution of giant loop sizes amongst and within cell lines will be represented by a constant mean value of 2 Mbp as a first approximation.
The existence of giant loops suggests two categories of radiation induced DNA lesions (binary lesions) with different severity. In case that a single DSB is produced within a loop the two ends of the DNA strand always remain in proximity due to the attachment to their original site. In contrast, if multiple DSBs coexist in a loop, different sizes of DNA fragments might diffuse away and in some instances larger gaps might be opened in the chromatin. Consequently, although the loss of smaller fragments of the DNA might be tolerable for a cell, it should be expected that in the average cellular repair mechanisms run with a much lower fidelity after the induction of multiple DSBs than after the induction of single DSBs. This assumption that the average lethality significantly increases if a second DSB is produced in a loop but only weakly changes with every further DSB, motivates the common classification of multiple DSBs as a ''clustered DSB'' in contrast to ''isolated DSB'' in the GLOBLE. Isolated DSBs go in hand with a cell line dependent probability for lethal events (e i ) which is much smaller than the probability for lethal events after clustered DSBs (e c ). The term ''lethal event'' comprises a variety of events that lead to cell death, e.g. the inability of a cell to rejoin loose ends or any kind of misrepair of a DSB -potentially involving loop interactions -which has no viable outcome etc.
With e i and e c the knowledge about the average number of isolated and clustered DSBs (n i and n c ) after irradiation is sufficient to calculate the corresponding cell survival probability S. It is the Poissonian probability for no lethal event:
L i and L c denominate the average number of lethal events due to isolated and clustered DSBs, respectively.
In order to assess the numbers of isolated and clustered DSBs after irradiation in the GLOBLE, the DNA giant loops are identified with small target volumes in the cellular nucleus -so called domains [27, 28] . In a first approach there are N L equally sized domains within a nucleus. Given a genomic length of about 6000 Mbp and an approximate loop size of 2 Mbp one can roughly deduce that N L <3000.
As a first working hypothesis with respect to the lethality of DSB classes, domains are supposed to be closed objects. That is, the lethality of damage is fully determined by the number of initial DSBs induced within an individual loop and it does not explicitly depend on the damage induced in the neighboring domains. This does not exclude per se the interaction of DNA ends from different domains and thus e.g. the formation of chromosome aberrations as a consequence of misrepair or misrejoining processes. Lethal events as result of domain interactions are comprised in the mean values e i and e c .
If instantaneous photon radiation is applied, there is a homogeneous dose deposition over the cellular nucleus. In consistency with our previous studies [17, 29, 30] we assume that DSBs are produced linearly in the dose D with a yield of a DSB = 30/Gy/cell. Thus, the average number l of DSBs per domain is
Exploiting Poissonian statistics to get the probabilities for 0,1,2,… DSBs per domain after the irradiation procedure it holds that:
For the average number of isolated and clustered DSBs it follows that:
In [17] the following relation between the lethality coefficients e i and e c of the GLOBLE in the origin (D = 0) and the coefficients from the Linear-Quadratic model (usually denominated as a and b) has been derived:
According to these equations, isolated DSBs are responsible for the initial linear slope of cell survival curves in the GLOBLE and isolated and clustered DSBs affect the quadratic component.
In the derivation of all presented formalisms a constant radiosensitivity over all the phases of the cell cycle has been assumed as a first approach.
Kinetic extension of the GLOBLE
For the kinetic extension of the GLOBLE, a concept of levels comparable e.g. to laser theory is introduced. In the dynamic process during irradiation, domains transit from one level to another one. To quantify the time dependent occupation of a level, the cell population averaged fraction of domains in a nucleus on the respective level is considered. From the presented premises of the GLOBLE one can derive five levels with corresponding occupations:
f 0 : Average fraction of domains with no DSB and no lethal event f i : Average fraction of domains with one DSB which has not been processed yet f c : Average fraction of domains with more than one DSB which have not been processed yet l i : Average fraction of domains with lethal event(s) after processing an isolated DSB l c : Average fraction of domains with lethal event(s) after processing a clustered DSB The distinction of two levels which incorporate domains which have suffered a lethal event is for the sake of comparability with the static formulation of the GLOBLE. Here, the number of domains with a lethal event due to an isolated DSB, L i , is calculated separately from the number of domains L c which have suffered a lethal event after a clustered DSB. To be consistent with the working hypothesis that domains are closed objects with respect to the lethality attributed to the different DSB classes, the transition of one domain to another level is independent of the other domains on the same initial level. Since the lethalities comprise lethal events after interaction, there are no quadratic terms but only linear terms involved in the temporal change of the occupation of the levels.
To specify the transition pathways involved in the system during and after irradiation the theoretical background of the GLOBLE has to be extended. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the concept. In the kinetically extended GLOBLE one DSB is produced after the other. That is, starting from the level f 0 a domain migrates to the f i level after the induction of a first DSB and afterwards into the f c level if a next DSB is produced in coexistence with the first one (yellow arrows in figure 1 ). There is no direct transition from the f 0 to the f c level which however is no severe restriction since the time in which a domain belongs to the f i level might be infinitely short.
From the two levels where damages have not been processed yet, f i and f c , domains migrate back to the f 0 level (green arrows) or they migrate to the l i and l c level respectively (red arrows) which are ''absorbing'' (no arrows leave these levels). The former transition means that some repair process has rejoined the DSB(s) within a DNA giant loop with a viable outcome (perfect repair, viable mutation,…). The latter transition means that misrepair has led to at least one lethal event in the corresponding loop and that a viable outcome is no longer possible.
In the kinetically extended GLOBLE, different repair processes with varying repair fidelities are involved in the rejoining of isolated and clustered DSBs respectively. A last DSB remaining after all the other DSBs from a clustered one have been rejoined should not evoke a more effective repair mechanism. Therefore, there is no way to transform a clustered DSB to an isolated one and so there is no transition (arrow) from the f c to the f i level.
Setup of differential equations: To quantify the time development of the five GLOBLE levels and to finally assess the interference of DSB induction and repair, adequate transition rates have to be found. Motivated by the supposition that DSBs are produced linearly in dose it holds for an arbitrary dose rate _ D D that the average number of DSBs produced within a domain per unit of time is
With this rate domains migrate from f 0 to f i and from f i to f c (compare with figure 1 ).
The processing of DNA DSBs in the nucleus during cellular repair mechanisms should define how the levels f i and f c are evacuated again in time. In the kinetic extension of the GLOBLE presented here, we hypothesize that the corresponding transition rates are closely linked to experimentally accessible rejoining rates. Many experiments have revealed evidences for a biphasic rejoining of DSBs where an initial fast component of rejoining (half-life time<0.5 h) is followed by a much slower one (half-life time<5 h) [18, 19] . Löbrich et al. found that the slow phase of rejoining is correlated with an increased probability for misrejoining of DSBs compared to the fast phase [31] . Additionally, Johnston et al. hypothesized that the fast component of repair is linked with isolated DSBs whereas the slow component goes in hand with clustered DSBs [14] . We thus identify the half-life time of the fast phase of repair with the half-life time of isolated DSBs HLT i and the half-life time of the slow phase of repair with the half-life time of clustered DSBs HLT c . The individual rates r i , for the transition from the f i to the f 0 level (f i R f 0 ), r c for f c R f 0 , m i for f i R l i and m c for f c R l c can be gained from the total repair rates (x = i,c):
Due to the fact that the ratio between the lethal misrepair rate m x and the corresponding total repair rate is the probability for a lethal event (e x ) it holds that
Putting all the previous statements together yields five coupled differential equations (DEs) in the kinetic extension of the GLOBLE:
The survival after an arbitrary irradiation schedule which imposes the adequate initial conditions for the solution of the DEs is defined by
in accordance with equation (1) . That is, in the kinetically extended GLOBLE the survival of a cell is determined by the occupation of the levels where domains with a lethal event are accumulated after an infinite amount of time. Since (18) cannot be written in closed form, numerical methods are used in this publication for the application of the model. An approximation allowing for a closed form solution that might be useful in practice is presented in File S1. Furthermore, in File S1 it is shown that the half-life time of clustered DSBs has only little influence on cell survival probabilities and that this parameter can be set to a constant value for calibration purposes or for predictions with the GLOBLE, consequently.
Single dose treatment with constant dose rate
In case that an irradiation schedule consists in the application of a single dose D which is delivered with a constant dose rate _ D D this already defines the protraction time T:
One can express the occupation of the two levels l i and l c after an infinite amount of time as
That is, in order to calculate the average fractions of domains which have suffered at least one lethal event after an infinite respectively) and the probabilities e i and e c define how much more domains will suffer lethal events until infinity. Finally, the occupation of the levels which represent the domains with lethal events after an infinite amount of time is given by the sum of the replenishment during and after the irradiation.
Split dose experiments
In the split dose experiments considered in this publication cells are treated with two equally sized acute doses d separated by a time t 1 . If a cellular nucleus contains N L domains, an acute photon irradiation with dose d will produce an average of l(d) DSBs per domain (equation (2)). Therefore, there is an average of n 0 (0 z ), n i (0 z ) and n c (0 z ) domains without DSB, with an isolated DSB and with a clustered DSB after the first dose has been given at time t = 0:
Here, the upper script ''+'' denotes ''after irradiation'' and an upper script ''-'' will denote ''before irradiation'' in the following. The probabilities p(0 DSB), p(1 DSB) and p($2 DSBs) can be calculated with equations (3)- (5) (substitute D by d). Between the two doses there is no induction of lesions but a repair of DSBs takes place. So at time t 1 there are
isolated and
clustered DSBs left in the average. The expression for the average number of domains without DSB and lethal events n 0 (t
is lengthy and therefore not printed explicitly at this point.
With the probabilities for lethal events after isolated and clustered DSBs, e i and e c , one can compute the average number of domains that have suffered a lethal event during the repair procedure (
At time t 1 , the second irradiation produces again an average number of l(d) DSBs in each domain in the cellular nucleus. Accounting for the fact that there is already a fraction of domains with isolated or clustered DSBs, the average numbers of domains with isolated DSBs and with clustered DSBs after application of the second dose d become:
These DSBs lead to lethal events with probabilities e i and e c , respectively. Therefore, the total number of lethal events L due to a split dose treatment is:
The corresponding survival probability can be calculated with
Assumptions, experimental data and tools for model performance tests
Assumptions for the performance tests: Within the extended framework of the GLOBLE it is assumed that a cell line is characterized by its probabilities for lethal events after isolated and clustered DSBs and by the half-life times corresponding to the two classes of lesions. However, as discussed in File S1, the characteristic features of clustered DSBs imply that their half-life time hardly influences the cell survival probabilities and therefore HLT c is set to 5 h in the following as a simplification. Moreover, for all the subsequent investigations of the model, the number of domains and the DSB yield are fixed to 3000 and 30/Gy/cell as a first approach. In the end, e i , e c and HLT i remain as adjustable parameters. So all cell survival curves recorded for one cell line should be reproducible with one combination of e i , e c and HLT ino matter which dose rate or fractionation scheme was applied during the irradiation.
Experimental data for the performance tests: In order to test if the kinetically extended GLOBLE actually describes measured cell survival adequately it was searched for published experiments which demand for the application of kinetic cell survival models for the reproduction of the collected data. Split dose experiments or investigations of the dose rate effect came into consideration. In the end 9 publications which treat 18 cell lines in total were chosen (table 1). Every cell line was irradiated with different dose rates (fourth column) and the corresponding cell survival probabilities were recorded in order to assess dose rate effects. One cell line unexpectedly showed an inverse dose rate effect that is incompatible with the general picture of repair as the relevant factor for dose rate effects and was therefore excluded from the examinations; the authors of the corresponding publication did the same in their own analysis. The other data were used for a first performance test of the GLOBLE. Since the chosen ensemble of investigated cell lines comprises a variety of sources of origin (human, mouse and hamster or normal and tumorous tissue), a good performance of the model in the test should indicate the applicability in the description of cell lines with most diverse characteristics.
Additionally, 5 of the publications show results of split dose experiments. Here, the specific cell lines were treated with two temporarily separated fractions of equally sized acute doses. Of special interest are the data provided by Stephens et al. [37] and by Stackhouse and Bedford [33] which contain survival probabilities in dependence of the time gap in between the fractions. The applied doses are listed in column 5 in table 1. The corresponding measurements were used for a second performance test of the GLOBLE.
In order to provide information about a possible bias in the measured data due to cell cycle effects, column 3 in table 1 indicates if cell cycle effects should be expected in the considered experiment and if applicable why not. There are three cell lines where cell cycle effects can definitely be ruled out due to synchronization in G1 phase. In one experiment the maximum irradiation time was 3 h which by comparison with the cell population doubling time is unlikely to allow for an observation of cell cycle effects. In reference to Kelland and Steel [36] and Stephens et al. [37] most of the other experiments are also unlikely to be affected by cell cycle effects due to the particular choice of applied dose rates; this will be further described in the discussion of these publications (section ''Agreement with experimental data''). Finally, there were only three cell lines where cell cycle effects cannot be ruled out to bias the measured data although for one cell line the authors claime that no bias was observable.
Tools for the performance tests: Since all the measured data points (dose | survival probability) or (time of separation | survival probability) are presented graphically in the chosen publications they were read in with ''GetData Graph Digitalizer'' (further information to be found at http://getdata-graph-digitizer.com/ ). For stability reasons, the natural logarithm of the survival data and of the computed survival were taken for the execution of fit procedures with the GLOBLE. To find the optimal set of parameters {e i , e c and HLT i } for each of the examined cell lines the least squares method was used. For this purpose, the sum of squared residuals over all the data points collected for one cell line was expressed in dependence of e i , e c and HLT i . The resulting function was minimized with the ''NMinimize'' function and the ''DifferentialEvolution'' method in Wolfram Mathematica 8.0.0 (http://www.wolfram.com/mathematica/).
Results
In order to validate the concept of the kinetic extension of the GLOBLE, we first assessed the quality of the model in the description of larger sets of experimental data for the two cases of irradiation with constant dose rate and of split dose experiments. We then analyzed the limiting cases of dose rate ?? and dose rate R 0 in more detail. Finally, we compared model predictions with empirical formulations of dose rate effects in cell survival curves and in the incidence of deterministic effects. [39, 37] it clearly can be seen that the survival probability for a specific cell line after the application of a certain dose increases if the dose rate is lowered. The shape of survival curves is linearquadratic at high dose rates and becomes more linear with lower dose rates until a completely linear shape is reached.
Comparison with experimental data
The measured data in the two panels in figure 2 are described with fits of the kinetic extension of the GLOBLE (lines). In both cases, the experimental results are well reproduced by the model since there are no large deviations between measurement points and the calibrated curves. Obviously, for both experiments it was possible to find an individual set of parameters {e i , e c and HLT i } which -according to the concept -allows for the prediction of cell survival probabilities over the whole range of applied dose rates. In other words, for each cell line, there is a characteristic set of parameters {e i , e c and HLT i } which determines the effect of any single dose treatment with constant dose rate on this cell line.
In fact, this statement is generally manifested by the other 15 dose rate experiments. In every case a common set of parameters {e i , e c and HLT i } describes all the survival curves taken under the application of different dose rates reasonably well. There are no systematic under-or overestimations. The derived parameters e i , e c and HLT i reflecting the radiation response of the investigated cell lines are presented in table 2. All the parameter values were This table presents experimental data which were chosen for the examination of the kinetically extended GLOBLE. The treated cell lines and the dose rates that were applied during the dose rate effect experiments are listed. In case that survival probabilities after split dose experiments were presented in the publication, the applied doses are noted in the last column. The expected bias in measurements due to cell cycle effects is categorized as follows: ''None found without any constraints in the minimization routine which is in favor of a good applicability of the GLOBLE.
As it can be seen in table 2, the values for e i , e c and HLT i are reasonable if they are judged by their proposed biological meaning. The two probabilities for lethal events are [[0;1], e i is always ,, e c and the half-life time of isolated DSBs is smaller than 3 h. The HX32 and the CHO 10B2 cell lines make exceptions featuring half-life times of isolated DSBs which are higher than one would expect from experiments (5.7 h and 6.1 h respectively). However, since peculiar parameter values occur only in these two cases this should not constitute a serious shortcoming. If the two outliers are not accounted for, the median of HLT i is 0.48 h which is in good agreement with experimental observations.
In the end, there is only one systematic problem in the application of the GLOBLE in dose rate experiments: if cell lines show a dose rate effect despite a linear acute survival curve this can hardly be reproduced or predicted with the kinetically extended GLOBLE. In the model, the linear component of survival curves is dose rate independent and thus linear survival curves with dose rate dependent slopes corresponding to one cell line are not compatible. Optimal fits to the amount of available data sets for such cell lines-in this investigation HX138, HX142 and SBshow too pronounced shoulders at high dose rates to compensate for an initial slope which is too small.
Split dose experiments: Figure 3 shows the measured survival probabilities (dots and squares) of a MT cell line after it has been irradiated with two equally sized doses (5+5 Gy and 6+6 Gy). With an increasing time between the two fractions the survival probability increases until it finally reaches an upper limit after ,3 h. Given a certain time of separation the survival probability is higher for lower doses which can be seen in the ''level'' of the measurement points. The experimental data are described by a single fit of the GLOBLE (lines). Clearly visible, one is able to reproduce the two separation time dependent curves with one common set of parameters {e i , e c and HLT i }. There is no Figure 2 . Description of dose rate specific cell survival probabilities with the GLOBLE. The lines in this figure represent fits of the GLOBLE to survival curves of the RT112 (A) and MT (B) cell lines. The experimental data (markers) were taken from [39] and [37] .In both experiments the cell lines were treated with different dose rates and the survival probabilities were recorded. In each panel, the measured data are well described by a common set of parameters {e i , e c and HLT i } which is -according to the concept -predictive for the cellular response. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083923.g002
systematic deviation between the modeled graphs and the measured points in terms of an under-or overestimation of the survival in certain sections of the curves.
Fits to split dose experiments in four other cell lines verify the good performance of the GLOBLE in terms of a distinct agreement of measured data points with the describing graphs. Figure 3 . Description of cell survival probabilities after split dose experiments with the GLOBLE. The lines in this figure represent a fit of the GLOBLE to survival curves of the MT cell line. The experimental data (markers) were taken from [37] . In this split dose experiment the cells were irradiated with two times 5 Gy (dots) or two times 6 Gy (squares) and the survival probabilities were recorded in dependence of the time of separation in between the fractions. The measured data are well described by a common set of parameters {e i , e c and HLT i } which is -according to the concept -predictive for the cellular response. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083923.g003
argue against the applicability of the GLOBLE in split dose experiments.
Analytical examinations
Limiting case: Dose rate ??: If the applied constant dose rate _ D D in a single dose treatment becomes extremely large (with fixed protraction time T) this means that the dose D is given in an instant to the target. Thus, in the limit _ D D?? the kinetically extended GLOBLE should converge to the static version of the model published in [17] . Actually, this is the case as it will be shown in the following.
For _ D D?? all rates in the differential equations (13)-(17) become negligible in comparison to _ l l! _ D D so that (13)- (14) reduce to
Exploiting the fact that l(D)~_ l lT and that due to the conservation of domains f c = 12f 0 2 f i , the solution of these differential equations and the expression of f c is the same as equations (3)- (5). Therefore, the kinetic extension of the GLOBLE merges into the already published static version for extremely large dose rates.
Limiting case: Dose rate R 0: If a single dose is applied with a very low constant dose rate there is a large amount of time for the processing of a first DSB before the next lesion occurs within the same domain. Since there will be no coexistence of two or more DSBs in one domain, no clustered DSBs will be produced during the irradiation. For the system of differential equations (13)- (17) this means that every contribution linked with a clustered DSB has to be eliminated. This yields
Given no DSBs at the beginning of irradiation, the survival probability derived from the solution of this system of differential equations is implied by:
The first order Taylor expansion coefficient of the solution equals e i a DSB which is consistent with the static case and equation (8) . It dominates the shape of survival curves at low dose rates. The very small second order Taylor expansion coefficient at such low dose rates is negative and thus implies a slight upwards bending of cell survival curves. This effect can be explained with the fact that a second lethal event -the corresponding probability increases with the dose -causes no further harm in domains which have already suffered a lethal event. Consequently, survival probabilities decline less and less at higher doses. However, since the linear component of the curves is much larger than the quadratic contribution at low dose rates (in the linear quadratic framework compare e.g. a = 0.15/Gy to b = 210 26 /Gy 2 ), the upwards bending of survival curves predicted with the GLOBLE is of no practical relevance.
Comparison with empirical findings
Dose rate effect in cell survival probabilities: In cell survival studies, treatment planning and many other areas it is common to quote parameters of the Linear-Quadratic model (LQ) for the characterization of a treated cell line. Therefore, comparing the kinetically extended GLOBLE with the LQ and relating the newly developed parameters with the established ones is instructive.
The introduction of the Linear-Quadratic model (LQ) for the description of cell survival after instantaneous irradiation was mainly motivated by the empirical observation that cell survival curves typically show a linear and a quadratic component if they are plotted on a logarithmic scale. Consequently, in the LQ, the negative natural logarithm of the survival is a polynomial of second order in the dose:
It can be adjusted for a reproduction of dose rate effects in cell survival probabilities occurring when a single dose D is stretched over a protraction time T [23, 24] :
In the following, we will always refer to this adjusted version if we consider the LQ. The rate r represents the linear restitution of chromosome aberrations in time in the original publication. Therefore, in a more general sense, only the kind of lesions which is responsible for the linear slope of the LQ survival curves enters the Lea-Catcheside factor G.
Through the introduction of the Lea-Catcheside factor the quadratic contribution to modeled cell survival curves diminishes with an increase in the protraction time T. This implies an increase in cell survival probabilities until maximum values are reached with straight survival curves. Figure 4 shows the decrease of G (dotted lines) from 1 at small to 0 at large protraction times. G = 1 implies a full quadratic bending of survival curves after acute irradiation (small protraction times) and G = 0 implies straight survival curves.
For a comparison with the LQ model, the dose rate _ D D in the negative logarithm of the survival in the GLOBLE formalism was substituted by T with equation (19) . The coefficients of a Taylor expansion in the origin (D = 0) up to second order which are equivalent to a (first order coefficient) and 2Gb (second order coefficient) were derived. Independent of the protraction time, the first order coefficient equals the one that has already been found in the examination of the static GLOBLE. That is, no matter which protraction time is chosen for an irradiation, the initial linear slope of cell survival curves remains constant. This is comparable to the LQ and the identification of the first order coefficient at D = 0 with a yields a = e i a DSB in agreement with equation (8) .
The second order Taylor expansion coefficient of 2ln(S) at D = 0 varies with T in the kinetically extended GLOBLE. Since its mathematical formulation is longish it is not presented explicitly at this point. It is dominant in the prediction of the dose rate effecti.e. the disappearance of shoulders in cell survival curves if one increases the protraction time of the irradiation. To find an equivalent for the Lea-Catcheside factor G the calculated second order coefficient of the GLOBLE was multiplied with 0.5 and normalized with the GLOBLE expression for b implied by equations (8)- (9) . Since the rate r in the kinetic extension of the Linear-Quadratic model incarnates only the lesions which are responsible for the linear component of cell survival curves this rate r was identified with (r i + m i ) -the total rate of repair of isolated DSBs which produce the initial linear slope in the GLOBLE. Figure 4 illustrates that the Lea-Catcheside factor and its GLOBLE-equivalent are almost equal in a wide range of protraction times. The two factors were calculated for hypothetical (8)- (9) were used to convert a and b into e i and e c . In reference to experimental observations and values derived with the model above, the value for r = (r i + m i ) was set to ln(2)/(0.5 h) and (r c + m c ) was chosen to be ln(2)/(5 h). The upper panel (A) makes clear that the differences between the Lea-Catcheside factor and its GLOBLE-equivalent are hardly noticeable by eye. Therefore the lower panel (B) additionally gives the relative deviation of the two factors. It starts to increase rapidly to infinity at large protraction times -sooner for high a/b ratios and later for low a/b ratios. This is because the GLOBLE features a finite second moment at low dose rates (equivalent to long protraction times) whereas the LQ second moment approaches 0. However, it has to be emphasized that the large relative errors are of no practical relevance as they affect only the values which are anyway almost identical to zero.
Although the GLOBLE and the Linear-Quadratic model are almost equal up to second order there are distinct differences in the reproduction or prediction of cell survival probabilities as it was already stated in [17] . The GLOBLE features a saturation effect at higher doses whereas cell survival probabilities decline ever more in the LQ model due to the dominating quadratic component. It was found that the cause for larger deviations between the GLOBLE and the LQ model are due to contributions of higher orders in dose.
Incidence of deterministic effects of radiation: Cell killing is considered to be a major determinant of deterministic effects that are observed in tissues after radiation insult [41, 42] . Therefore, the approach presented in this publication was expected to be applicable also to describe dose rate effects for these endpoints. Although a detailed comparison to the relevant clinical data was beyond the scope of this paper, we roughly assessed the order of magnitude of dose rate effects predicted with the GLOBLE and with an empirical relationship that is recommended for use in the field of radiation protection.
Empirically, it has been observed that the dose D 50 at which 50% of the exposed persons show defined clinical symptoms of deterministic effects linearly increases with a decrease of the dose rate. This can be expressed in terms of a linear function of the inverse of the dose rate [43] :
The parameters h ? which equals D 50 after an acute irradiation and h 1 which reflects the extent of the dose rate effect are characteristic for a considered disease. Exemplarily, figure 5 shows the dose rate dependence of D 50 for two extreme cases, namely pneumonitis and the bone marrow syndrome (black and red solid line). For pneumonitis values of h ? = 10 Gy, h 1 = 30 Gy 2 /h are reported, whereas the bone marrow syndrome is represented by h ? = 3 Gy, h 1 = 0.07 Gy 2 /h. Accordingly, one sees a large increase of D 50 for pneumonitis if the dose rate is lowered but only a small shift of D 50 in case of the bone marrow syndrome.
For a comparison with the GLOBLE, e i and e c were derived by means of equations (8) and (9) from the linear-quadratic parameters corresponding to the endpoint under consideration. For pneumonitis, an a/b ratio of 3 Gy is reported [44] , whereas for the acute bone marrow syndrome an a/b ratio of 8 Gy is found [6] . It is important to note here that the dose rate effect in our model only depends on the ratio e i /e c and with that via equations (8) and (9) on the a/b ratio, but not on the absolute parameter values. The values used for the calibration of the GLOBLE were e i = 0.00333 and e c = 0.229 for pneumonitis and e i = 0.00333 and e c = 0.09 for the bone marrow syndrome. To find an endpoint equivalent to D 50 with the GLOBLE, the dose leading to the same cell survival probability as the instantaneous application of 10 Gy (for pneumonitis) and 3 Gy (for the bone marrow syndrome) was taken (isoeffective dose). Figure 5 . Prediction of the dose rate dependence of deterministic radiation effects. The solid lines show the empirical dose rate dependence of the dose implying a 50% probability for the incidence of pneumonitis and the bone marrow syndrome after an exposure as presented by Edward and Lloyds [43] . The order of magnitude of the dose rate dependence can be predicted with the GLOBLE if a reasonable range of half-life times of isolated DSBs HLT i from 0.1 h to 1 h is assumed (dashed and dotted lines). The shape of the empirical curve for pneumonitis is in good agreement with the GLOBLE prediction down to <3 Gy/h if HLT i is set to 0.5 h which corresponds to the median of half-life times derived from in vitro data. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083923.g005
In figure 5 it can be seen that the order of magnitude of the dose rate effect is the same for the empirical formula (42) (solid lines) and for predictions with the GLOBLE (dotted lines). A significant dose rate dependence is predicted in the case of pneumonitis but only a very weak dependence in the case of the bone marrow syndrome. With a half-life time of isolated DSBs of 0.5 h motivated by experiments and the median values derived above (green dotted and dashed lines) one even finds an agreement of the shape of equation (42) and the GLOBLE down to dose rates of about 3 Gy/h for pneumonitis. A disagreement at lower dose rates has to be expected since D 50 in equation (42) diverges for infinitely low dose rates whereas the isoeffective dose converges to a finite value implied by straight cell survival curves in the GLOBLE.
Discussion
In the previous sections it has been shown that the kinetically extended GLOBLE is an appropriate model for the assessment of cell survival after photon irradiation with arbitrary dose rates. In the following we will briefly discuss the results amongst others by pointing out conceptual differences to other models and by comparing the repair rates found in the results section to other published data.
The concept of the GLOBLE in comparison to other cell survival models
The GLOBLE differs from other approaches in the modeling of cell survival due to a strong commitment to empirical findings. Not only the input parameters but as well the introduced classes of lesions are strongly linked to biological mechanisms which were deduced from experimental observations. In particular the introduction of two discrete lesion classes namely isolated and clustered DSBs that are characterized on the basis of the multiplicity of DSBs in higher order chromatin structure represents a distinct feature of the model. In the GLOBLE cell survival thus is not directly expressed in dependence of the dose, as it is common in the setup of many other cell survival models. Instead, it is primarily the spatio-temporal damage distribution pattern that is used to determine the cell killing probability. At first, the distinction between dose deposition and damage distribution pattern might appear to be subtle. However, actual differences in the dose deposition pattern do not necessarily lead to differences in the damage distribution pattern. That is, completely different local and temporal dose depositions might produce the same amount of isolated and clustered DSBs and therefore evoke the same radiation effect.
In this regard, the kinetic approach proposed in this publication suggests an extension to other radiation qualities. Whereas we have been focusing here on applications to photon radiation, an extension to high-LET radiation is straightforward and will thus be an essential part of future investigations. Since parts of the presented concepts are also implemented in the Local Effect Model (LEM) [29, 30] which allows to predict the increased effectiveness of acute high-LET irradiations, the LEM is considered to be particularly suitable for such an extension. Since model parameters should reflect cell specific (repair) characteristics, the potential global use of one set of parameters for all radiation qualities might constitute a major advantage of the concept of the classification of DSBs into isolated and clustered ones.
As already indicated, there might be some clustered DSBs composed of fragments which are too small to allow for a distinction from isolated DSBs in terms of their individual lethality. However, in the special case of photon radiation which has been considered in this publication there is a homogenous dose deposition over the cellular nucleus which implies an almost homogenous damage distribution. Therefore, the yield of extremely small fragments should be negligible in a first approximation. With regard to modeling cell survival after ion radiation the introduction of a threshold for fragment sizes defining a clustered DSB might be necessary due to the high density of lesions along the particle tracks.
A detailed qualitative and quantitative comparison of the kinetically extended GLOBLE with other already established kinetic cell survival models e.g. the Incomplete Repair model (IR) by Oliver et al. [45] or the Lethal Potentially Lethal model (LPL model) by Curtis [46] might be of interest but is beyond the scope of this publication. Nevertheless, already at this stage, one might consider reported results from fits of the IR model or the LPL model to experimental data for a rough assessment of the degree of accordance with fit results from the GLOBLE. In some of the publications chosen for the performance tests of the GLOBLE, the IR model or the LPL model were used for fits to dose rate experiments. For these cases estimated half-life times for lesions defined in the IR model and the LPL model which might be compared to HLT i from the GLOBLE are directly at hand (column 3, 5 and 6 in table 3). Obviously, the half-life times found with the IR model and the LPL model in dose rate experiments are in the same order of magnitude as the ones determined with the GLOBLE.
Cluster effects on micrometer versus nanometer scale
In the GLOBLE approach presented in this publication the clustering of DSBs within DNA giant loops is considered to be decisive for cell survival probabilities. That is, the existence of multiple DSBs within chromatin structures of about 2 Mbp or within a few micrometers is supposed to drastically increase the risk for cell death compared to single lesions within such orders of magnitude. This hypothesis is strengthened by findings of Johnston et al. who state that chromatin loops in the order Mbp are the ''critical targets for induction of DSBs'' [27] , and that the damage distribution in those units might influence the radiation response of a cell. Furthermore, the authors found that multiple lesions within the looped structures are processed with slow kinetics and that they are ''more resistant to repair than individual DSBs'' [47] . The results of Gauter et al. [48] confirm that after a random initial distribution of DNA fragments it is fragments of , 2-3 Mbp size that dominate the slow component of repair and that this fraction of slowly repaired DSBs increases with the applied dose. The analysis presented by Tommasino et al. further supports the view of fast processing of iDSB and slow processing of cDSB for both low-and high-LET radiation [49] . Together with the observation of Löbrich et al. [31] that the slow component of repair is correlated with an increase in misrejoining the argumentation for the decisiveness of DNA giant loops for cell killing is strengthened.
On the other hand, there are indications that the clustering of DNA damage including single base damages, strand breaks and double strand breaks within a few nanometers is important for the effectiveness of radiation. Nikjoo et al. [50] simulated that the complexity of clustered damage on nm scale increases with the LET of the radiation and that it is locally confined to a few base pairs. In agreement with these findings are calculations by Ottolenghi et al. [51] showing that the characteristics of ion radiation damage is crucially dependent on the track structure and that a categorization of DSBs in terms of complexity on nanometer scale allows to find a correlation between DSBs involving deletions with the RBE. Therefore, the properties of DSBs on nanometer scale should be considered if the effectiveness of radiation is determined. Finally, the impact of locally clustered damage in connection with the implied challenge for cellular repair mechanisms is pointed out by Ward [52] . He concludes that the distinct shape of local DNA damage is important for an assessment of its lethality due to the cell line specific repair processes on this level.
Modeling work directly comparing short scale and long scale clustering effects as reported by Friedland and co-workers [53] showed that a better correlation to the experimental cell inactivation data was found for DNA damage clustering at a regional scale compared to the local scale. It can thus not be excluded that, depending on the particular assay, endpoint and radiation quality, clustering on both levels might be relevant to characterize the biological effectiveness of a specific radiation quality.
Although damage clustering on the nm scale is not explicitly accounted for in the GLOBLE, this should not reject the possibility for its influence on cell survival. Since in the GLOBLE we refer to measured DSB yields, these implicitly include the whole spectrum of complexities (on the nm scale) that can be attributed to individual DSBs, and the fact that only a certain fraction of DSBs has a high impact on cell killing might be reflected in the value of e i ,, 1, which thus has to be regarded as an effective lethality for all (clustered on the nm-scale and nonclustered) isolated DSBs. However, for photon radiation the fraction potentially attributable to clustered lesions on the nm scale is unlikely to change within the experimental relevant range of doses and dose rates, since presumably all DSBs are induced by single track effects as indicated by the linear dependence of the yield on dose. When the concept of the GLOBLE will be used to model ion radiation effects, the lesion induction concept of the LEM may be used. There an enhanced DSB yield compared to photons is resulting from an explicit simulation of single strand break clustering on the nm scale. In conclusion, clustering of damage on the nanometer versus micrometer scale is not contradictory in the concept of the GLOBLE but rather complementary.
Agreement with experimental data
As demonstrated in the results section, the GLOBLE allows for a reproduction of low LET cell survival probabilities after application of protracted or split doses. Since there are no systematic deviations, the simplifications made as a first approach seem to be reasonable. For instance, the assumption of a constant, average radiosensitivity over all phases of the cell cycle does not strongly bias the final results although in principle cell cycle dependent radiosensitivities have to be expected. We found that there are no significant differences in the quality of the description of the chosen experiments where cell cycle effects can be excluded with varying confidence or cannot be excluded at all.
One reason why distortions due to cell cycle effects should not be expected in in most of the considered experiments anyway is given by the relatively long population doubling time of the investigated cell lines in comparison to the maximum irradiation time. This statement is amongst others supported by Kelland and Steel [36] and by Stephens et al. [37] . Another reason is again linked to the choice of dose rates. At high dose rates, cell cycle effects in terms of an increase in radioresistance after the depletion of cells being in radiosensitive phases cannot be measured. At low dose rates there is only a small effectiveness in cell killing and thus the heterogeneity of a cell population and its average radiosensitivity might be maintained over the long irradiation time. Finally, only intermediate dose rates might allow for some bias in measurements due to cell cycle effects.
A next point that might be discussed is the assumption of a constant DSB yield of 30/Gy per cell. In experiments the range of measured DSB yields goes from about 25/Gy per cell [54] up to about 60/Gy per cell [55] . Our results suggest that the employment of an intermediate value as it is given by 30/Gy per cell is a reasonable approach. Potential variations in the DSB yield amongst different cell lines or amongst different stages of the cell cycle do not lead to systematic distortions. The same holds true for variations in the genomic length of different cell lines. The implied adjustment of the number of domains per cell would be in the order of up to 10% which does not lead to a significant variation in the model output, since variations e.g. in the number of domains can be compensated by a corresponding variation of the lethalities e i and e c ; the same holds true for a variation of the DSB yield.
Comparison of reported and derived half-life times of the fast component of repair
In order to further assess the consistency of the mechanistic ideas behind the GLOBLE approach, we will compare the corresponding half-life times with other observations reported in the literature.
For instance, the half-life times for isolated DSBs (HLT i ) can be compared to published half-life times of the fast component of repair. Table 3 shows a list of cell lines whose half-life times of repair were determined in split-dose experiments and calculated with exponential recovery fits (column 2) [21, 33, 36, 37] . These values are compared to the results from the GLOBLE fits to dose rate and split dose experiments with the same cell line. As it can be seen, the experimental results for the cell line dependent half-life times of repair (exponential recovery) are roughly in the same order of magnitude as the GLOBLE half-life times for isolated DSBs. Only the fits to dose rate experiments with HX32 and the CHO 10B2 cell lines produce larger deviations (181.2% and 421.4% respectively) as it was already expected after the investigation of the results.
Furthermore, table 3 reveals that half-life times of isolated DSBs resulting from GLOBLE fits to dose rate experiments (column 3) generally underestimate the half-life times gained with an exponential recovery fit (with exception of the two outliers and one other cell line). If HLT i is determined with GLOBLE fits to split dose experiments (column 4), these values are much closer to the values gained by an exponential recovery fit to the same experimental data -as it should be expected. There is no systematic under-or overestimation.
Obviously, the half-life times found with the IR model and the LPL model in dose rate experiments (column 5 and 6) underestimate the values found in split dose experiments in the same order of magnitude as the ones determined with the GLOBLE. There seems to be a common disagreement of theory and measurements which amongst others Stephens et al. and Steel et al. already pointed out in their publications of 1987 [37, 21] . Stephens et al. propose that the reason for the discrepancy might be the inability to maintain a constant temperature during split dose experiments which is an important condition for unbiased results. Steel et al. suggest that the fast component of repair might not be assessable in split dose experiments whereas it dominates in dose rate experiments. Therefore, an exponential recovery with a single half-life time which ''averages'' over potentially existent multiple components of repair leads to other results than models accounting for more than one component of repair.
During our investigation of the GLOBLE, we came to similar conclusions as Steel et al. Deviations of the GLOBLE parameter HLT i from the half-life times gained with an exponential recovery fit might be reasoned with the different approaches in taking into account cellular repair processes. In the GLOBLE there are two classes of lesions which are repaired with different fidelities and kinetics whereas in the exponential recovery there is only one kind of lesion with a purely exponential decrease in the time after irradiation. Although the magnitude of the half-life time of clustered DSBs HLT c is of little importance (as explained in more detail in File S1), the mere existence of a second component of repair is highly relevant. With increasing dose and dose rate, the balance between isolated and clustered DSBs is shifted towards clustered DSBs and the fraction of isolated DSBs susceptible to fast repair consequently decreases. Due to the different amount of initial damage which is finally linked to the considered component of repair -in case of the GLOBLE the fast one -large deviations between single and double exponential repair might be expected, depending on the irradiation scheme.
The impact of the diverging half-life times computed on the basis of either dose rate or split dose experiments is visualized in figure 6 . Here, the measured survival probabilities of an LL cell line after split dose experiments (dots) are compared to the survival probabilities one would predict with the GLOBLE under usage of Figure 6 . Prediction of split dose experiments with GLOBLE parameters derived from dose rate experiments. This figure shows the survival probability of a LL cell line measured in a split dose experiment with 5+5 Gy (dots) [37] . The data can be accurately reproduced by a fit of the GLOBLE (dashed line). Although the trend is the same, there are systematic deviations if survival probabilities are predicted with the GLOBLE under application of parameters gained from a dose rate experiment with the same cell line (dotted line). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083923.g006
the parameters gained in a dose rate experiment (dotted line). Clearly visible, the predicted survival probability reaches its maximum value at smaller times of separation between the two doses (,0.5 h) than it is observed in the experiment (,2 h). This is due to the fact that the maximum survival probability is achieved when a cell has enough time to recover from the first dose before the second one is given. If DSBs are repaired faster (smaller HLT i ), the recovery takes less time and the maximum survival probability is reached at smaller times between the fractions, consequently.
To summarize, the differing values of HLT i found in dose rate and split dose experiments do not falsify the hypothesis that the characteristics of one cell line can be described with one set of parameters in the GLOBLE. The experimental uncertainties have to be taken into account here. Furthermore, the values of e i found with fits to the different experimental approaches are in the same order of magnitude (table 2); this even further supports the concept of the model.
Analytical investigation
The analytical examination of the kinetically extended GLO-BLE which has been presented in the results reveals that the model provides consistent formulations in all limits of applied doses and constant dose rates. It is demonstrated that in the limit of high dose rates the kinetic extension converges to the static version which was published and discussed in [17] . Therefore, the dynamics that are introduced for the kinetic extension complement the parent version in the right fashion.
Agreement with empirical findings
As an empirical formulation of dose rate effects in cell survival curves, the Linear-Quadratic model was considered. The detailed analytical comparison of the GLOBLE with the Linear-Quadratic model for the case of a single photon dose treatment with constant dose rate has shown that the two models are approximately equivalent up to second order in dose and that deviations occur due to higher orders in the dose. The question which of the two models performs better in the description of experimental data must be answered elsewhere, potentially in the context of a more general model comparison involving the IR model and the LPL model.
For the description of dose rate effects observed in the incidence of deterministic effects after radiation exposures an empirically found linear relationship between a reference dose and the inverse of the dose rate was taken (equation (42)). This approach suggests that infinitely large doses are required for the incidence of a disease at very low dose rates and consequently it is clearly not suitable for the prediction of incidence probabilities of deterministic effects at dose rates & 3 Gy/h. It has been shown that the GLOBLE is in accordance with the empirical approach down to<3 Gy/h and that the two formulations deviate at lower dose rates. Therefore, the GLOBLE provides an excellent mean to assess the considered clinical risks of exposures to radiation.
Supporting Information
File S1 Approximate closed form solution for the kinetically extended GLOBLE. 
